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  1. General information
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Building/Office Department Phone
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Email Office hours

Facultad de Comunicación /
2.10

DPTO. EN CONSTITUCIÓN Ruben.Ramos@uclm.es

  2. Pre-Requisites
Not established

  3. Justification in the curriculum, relation to other subjects and to the profession

Information Society is included in the subject Current World, within the 60 credits allocated to basic training. From a sociological perspective, it is imperative to
know the implications and correlations between the new technological paradigm and the cultural, economic, political and social spheres. The journalism student
must be able to put ICT innovations into context. To this end, the subject frames the knowledge acquired by the student within its relations with informational
capitalism, the network society and the primacy of knowledge. The subject is related to History of today's world, Analysis of today's world, Media literacy, Theory
of communication, Global structure of the media and Communication policies.

  4. Degree competences achieved in this course
Course competences
Code Description

E04
Capacity to read and analyse specialised texts and documents on any relevant topic, and to summarise or adapt them using language
or vocabulary understandable to the general public.

E07
Capacity and ability to express reasoned ideas by using rhetoric and contributions from new argumentation theories, as well as
communicative techniques applied to persuasion.

E14
Capacity to experiment and innovate by learning and using techniques and methods applied to improvement of quality and self-
assessment processes. Develop capacity for autonomous learning, adaptation to change and creativity-driven innovation.

E16
Critical knowledge of media influence on Education and of the relation of the media with schools, as well as of the potential of the new
Information and Communication Technologies and multimedia systems for development of off-site learning and knowledge.

E18
Egalitarian awareness with regards to individuals and peoples, respect for international human rights, and knowledge of the great
cultural or civilising trends related to individual and collective fundamental values.

G05
Gain knowledge and understanding of Journalism by acquiring rational and critical knowledge of world current affairs in order to
understand social phenomena that occur in society today.

G07
Interpret relevant data, such as key events and processes that take place in today's societies, from a synchronic perspective. The scope
of this kind of knowledge should be as wide as possible, since it contributes to developing the ability to understand diversity and to
fostering civic awareness and respect for alien value systems.

G11
Gain insight into the most relevant concepts, categories, theories and topics of the different subfields of Information & Communications
research.

  5. Objectives or Learning Outcomes
Course learning outcomes
Not established.
Additional outcomes
Understand the processes that have accompanied the development of our society, as well as the role played by ICTs and their main applications. Construct
argued and critical discourses, in accordance with the appropriate linguistic and literary resources. Synthesise academic texts and make them more
comprehensible for the general public. Formulate and present concrete and abstract ideas in the field of ICT. Construct information resources autonomously
using ICT. Experiment with new ICT formats in the context of the network society. Interpret and contextualise digital innovations with their genealogical and
synchronic perspective, within the framework of globalisation.

  6. Units / Contents
 Unit 1: Origins of Information Society
 Unit 2: Technology, information and Society
 Unit 3: Network Society and Globalization processes
 Unit 4: Information Society and Power
 Unit 5: Sociology of Digital Era



  7. Activities, Units/Modules and Methodology

Training Activity Methodology
Related Competences
(only degrees before RD
822/2021)

ECTS Hours As Com Description

Class Attendance (theory) [ON-
SITE]

Lectures E02 E07 E16 G07 1.04 26 N -

In-class Debates and forums [ON-
SITE]

Cooperative / Collaborative
Learning

E02 E14 E16 0.52 13 Y N

Group tutoring sessions [ON-SITE]
Cooperative / Collaborative
Learning

0.39 9.75 N -

Writing of reports or projects [OFF-
SITE]

Self-study G01 G07 3.6 90 Y N

Project or Topic Presentations [ON-
SITE]

Assessment tests
E02 E05 E07 E14 E16 G01
G07

0.12 3 Y Y

Project or Topic Presentations [ON-
SITE]

Group Work E07 0.25 6.25 N -

Final test [ON-SITE] Assessment tests E02 E07 0.08 2 Y Y

Total: 6 150  
Total credits of in-class work: 2.4 Total class time hours: 60

Total credits of out of class work: 3.6 Total hours of out of class work: 90
As: Assessable training activity
Com: Training activity of compulsory overcoming (It will be essential to overcome both continuous and non-continuous assessment).

  8. Evaluation criteria and Grading System

Evaluation System
Continuous
assessment

Non-
continuous
evaluation*

Description

Projects 35.00% 40.00% Test of theoretical development

Test 30.00% 0.00% Tests carried out in the classroom during the course.

Final test 35.00% 60.00% Test of theoretical contents

Total: 100.00% 100.00%  
According to art. 4 of the UCLM Student Evaluation Regulations, it must be provided to students who cannot regularly attend face-to-face training activities the
passing of the subject, having the right (art. 12.2) to be globally graded, in 2 annual calls per subject , an ordinary and an extraordinary one (evaluating 100% of
the competences).

Evaluation criteria for the final exam:
Continuous assessment:
This course will apply the evaluation criteria agreed in the UCLM Evaluation Regulations, as well as the specific evaluation rules approved by the Faculty
Board of the centre.

Written tests and practicals may be failed for spelling mistakes in accordance with the criteria of the Faculty of Communication. Likewise, the preparation of
exercises, assignments and/or practicals by means of plagiarism or Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications will be grounds for failure (0).

In the written tests and in the practices, the student will be evaluated on
1. All theoretical material presented and proposed by the teacher in class.
2. The topics that appear in the course programme.
3. The basic and complementary bibliography.
4. Recommended and compulsory books and articles.

The modality of continuous evaluation will have the following tests

- Tests carried out in the classroom, during the course (30%).
- Work on the development of the theoretical content of the course, to be handed in on a date agreed with the teacher (35%).
- Final test of the theoretical contents of the course (35%).

In order to pass the course it will be necessary to obtain at least a 4 in each of the tests of the course (class tests, work and final test).

This planning can be adapted and slightly modified in case of any extraordinary measure related to the health pandemic of the
COVID-19. However, even in an unforeseen scenario, we will try to maintain the evaluation percentages as closely as possible to what is indicated in this
guide.

Non-continuous evaluation:
This course will apply the evaluation criteria agreed in the UCLM Evaluation Regulations, as well as the specific evaluation rules approved by the Faculty
Board of the centre.

Written tests and practicals may be failed for spelling mistakes in accordance with the criteria of the Faculty of Communication. Likewise, the preparation of
exercises, assignments and/or practicals by means of plagiarism or Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications will be grounds for failure (0).

The following tests will be held in the non-continuous modality:

Final test (60%) of the mark, of the theoretical contents of the course.

Work (40%) to be submitted on the date of the final test.

It is recommended that students interested in taking this test contact the teacher beforehand to establish the criteria for carrying out the work (40% of the final



mark).

This planning can be adapted and slightly modified in case of any extraordinary measure related to the health pandemic of the
COVID-19. However, even in an unforeseen scenario, we will try to maintain the evaluation percentages as closely as possible to what is indicated in this
guide.

Specifications for the resit/retake exam:

Examination of theoretical material.

  9. Assignments, course calendar and important dates
Not related to the syllabus/contents
Hours hours
Writing of reports or projects [AUTÓNOMA][Self-study] 90
Project or Topic Presentations [PRESENCIAL][Assessment tests] 3
Project or Topic Presentations [PRESENCIAL][Group Work] 6.25
Final test [PRESENCIAL][Assessment tests] 2

Unit 1 (de 5): Origins of Information Society
Activities Hours
Class Attendance (theory) [PRESENCIAL][Lectures] 4
In-class Debates and forums [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 2
Group tutoring sessions [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 1.5

Unit 2 (de 5): Technology, information and Society
Activities Hours
Class Attendance (theory) [PRESENCIAL][Lectures] 4
In-class Debates and forums [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 2
Group tutoring sessions [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 1.5

Unit 3 (de 5): Network Society and Globalization processes
Activities Hours
Class Attendance (theory) [PRESENCIAL][Lectures] 6
In-class Debates and forums [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 3
Group tutoring sessions [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 2.25

Unit 4 (de 5): Information Society and Power
Activities Hours
Class Attendance (theory) [PRESENCIAL][Lectures] 6
In-class Debates and forums [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 3
Group tutoring sessions [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 2.25

Unit 5 (de 5): Sociology of Digital Era
Activities Hours
Class Attendance (theory) [PRESENCIAL][Lectures] 6
In-class Debates and forums [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 3
Group tutoring sessions [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 2.25

Global activity
Activities hours
In-class Debates and forums [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 13
Group tutoring sessions [PRESENCIAL][Cooperative / Collaborative Learning] 9.75
Writing of reports or projects [AUTÓNOMA][Self-study] 90
Project or Topic Presentations [PRESENCIAL][Assessment tests] 3
Project or Topic Presentations [PRESENCIAL][Group Work] 6.25
Class Attendance (theory) [PRESENCIAL][Lectures] 26
Final test [PRESENCIAL][Assessment tests] 2

Total horas: 150
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